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First 7 levels are free! NEW CONTENT has been added for a complete of 60 motion-packed levels! Enhanced for MOGA! Kuro is a younger man on his quest to turn out to be the Shadow Blade. He must seek the teachings of the last remaining ninja grip. You will guide him through difficult levels, round many traps,
sneakpast past enemies or correctly over their dead bodies. You have to be fast, be stealthy, pay attention to your environment. You must be a ninja. Shadow Blade is a fast paced action platformer sport for Android devices with intuitive touch controls. The alternative intuitive touch controls and a range of weapons and
challenging levels. Becoming a ninja is close at hand! Includes Tablet Support! Follow us for the latest tasks and sports information!• game/• �� Shadow Blade (Full) - Control your agile ninja and go through level after level, this game is made in great modern graphics and a very exciting and rich gameplay. In this game
you will not have time to be bored, because the game mechanics of the game are set up in such a way that you would not have time to get distracted, you will be tedious to constantly while killing all enemies and other deadly traps along the way. OBB for the game Shadow Blade (Full) unpack from archive / sdcard /
Android / obb / Obb for the game Shadow Blade v1.0.7 (Full) unpack from archives in / sdcard / Android / obb / RAID Shadow Legends Mod Apk V3.10.0, RAID shadow legends mod apk, RAID shadow legends apk, RAID shadow legends download, Download RAID shadow legends Mod Apk V3.10.0It's time to build
your own team and fight back for your world! Guess you already know RAID shadow legends are now one of the best PvP fighting games out there, if you don't then you probably know nothing. RAID Shadow Legends is a fantasy RPG game packed with some realistic graphics and very intense gameplay. You recruit lots
of legendary warriors from different forces, train them to fight together, and lead them in a RAID to take back Telleria (your world). RAID shadow legends mod apkRAID shadow legends have been quite popular RPG games over the Internet with lots of players building their own team of masters to compete with each
other over the Internet. The main goal of the game for the master to reclaim his world (Telleria), so as to make him have to pass through several steps and fight with different bosses in different places just to achieve the goal. Stages of looting with your team consist of 12 different campaign stages to 4 different dungeons
holding down to 4 different dungeon bosses and more. All these stages, you will need to conquer with your team of skilled champions who will also depend on how strong they have become over time. Features of the Shadow Legends apk. Recruit powerful powerful Started with the game, you will need to recruit as many
warriors from different forces, just to be able to have a chance in the upcoming battles you have to win. These warriors will be taken from 16 different forces and they will consist of wizards, the undead, knights, elves and many more. Player vs Player(PvP) Arenas.You can go into battle against other players with your
team to collect special gear and also increase your ranking. High 3D graphics. With high 3D graphics, every detail of raid shadow legends Mod Apk has been carefully rendered to provide high quality and great gaming. Abilities are well executed for the intense action you crave. Autoplay levels. Enable the autoplay option
in levels for easy stress-free gameplay, watch your characters play out superbly while you relax. Build your fortress. Build your fortress and upgrade them while you train your team and prepare them for battles in the perfect environment. Fight Boss Battles.Fight varieties of boss battles in various dungeons for more XP,
loots, and drops. Graphic ReviewChecks out some of the screenshots captured while playing raid shadow legends mod apk game. Requirements to play RAID shadow legends apkThe android device of version 5.0 and above. Data connection. Frame space at 200MB and above.2GB of Rom.How to install RAID shadow
legends apk. Download the app from the links provided below. Before installation, check to ensure installation from an unknown source is allowed (go to settings, security and make sure installation from an unknown source is enabled)Install the app from your browser, build your clan, and enjoy your play!. Download
linksDownload raid shadow legends mod apk from the link below and follow the above steps for the installation guide. RAID shadow legends Mod Apk V3.10.0 download link. RAID SHADOW LEGENDS DOWNLOAD LINKAlso Raed Direct Link to download Sniper 3D Gun Shooter Game MOD APK +OBBGame name
RAID: shadow legends Game size34MBGame versionV3.10.0DeveloperPlarium Global Ltd.Supported deviceAndroid v5.0, and aboveJoin us on telegram and receive notifications on our latest posts and articles immediately we publish them by clicking HERE!. Review Breakdown Fully Version Mod Version RAID Shadow
Legends Mod Apk V3.10.0 For those who are fans of fighting games, NEKKI's Shadow Fight series has become an iconic hit on mobile. Shadow Fight 3 will give you the most intense arena with beautiful 3d animations. Speaking of the fight genre on mobile, we can think of a lot of different names. But for long-term
players, they always have a good memory with Shadow Fight. This is a game that comes from a version produced to be played as a flash game on a website platform. At this point it has had its own successes but has yet to create a style and resonance. It wasn't until the second was released as a separate game as it
was was Successful. It wasn't until a few years ago that this product was so popular that NEKKI released its third installment. Improvements in graphics, characters and game playback; make Shadow Fight 3 a completely separate part. It's not due to the old gameplay in Part 2 but gives a whole new feel. But you still feel
that it has some kind of intimate effect that you can instantly recognize. In fact, NEKKI continues to succeed with part 3 of this mobile fighting game. The fighting style is completely different from old versions of Shadow Fight 3, players will be allowed to choose a character and fight with their strength. That means that for
this part, your character has characteristics already. Your mission is to continue to develop these strengths and make them able to fight harder. For some part, players will play the role of a heroic character whose mission to save the world from danger. Players are no longer the same shadow they have taken on their own
form. Shadow will be a special kind of power that you can call when needed. This fighting style retains what is special about part 2 but applies a completely new mechanism to it. Players who come to this part also do not need to experience the previous part but can still play it separately. Miscellaneous weapons arsenal
with a lot of choices that make up the fighting style One of the elements that make the franchise of this series is the weapon. Each character has its own strength characteristics, but their fighting style is adapted according to the weapon they use. Each weapon has a different way of using its power. You can wield a large
and heavy sword with attacks that do a lot of damage, can strike safely from long distance, but strike quite slowly. You can also use sticks with max attack range but small damage. The downside is that your opponent just needs to get close enough that you will be at a disadvantage. Chains also have the advantage of
long range but contain movements that are difficult to use to the fullest extent. In general, the arsenal contains hundreds of things with powers that you can use depending on your fighting style. Choose yourself a suitable weapon and use it many times to become familiar. How weapons work In this arsenal system, there
is a pretty special feature is the repetition of fighting style. This means that some weapons will have the same characteristics when used in real combat. You can use staff and halberd in the same way, but with a slight difference in skill and injury, it does. You can imagine that halberd is an upgraded personnel weapon
that you would have to buy at a higher price than in the store. It will immediately give you stronger statistics, but harder to use. When you play this game instantly, you can feel the difference in fighting style. This variety makes the antagonistic nature of the game special. For those who are just to use staff, they can still
use the money they earn to upgrade their stats so that it is as strong as a halberd. This is quite possible so you can be sure. However, the upgrade process will take time to prepare. If you still insist on using that weapon, you'll have to wait a while. The higher the state level up, the longer it takes to wait. Other equipment
also affects the way to fight In addition to weapons, other equipment also makes this game different. You can buy them armor to increase your Defense power. The fact of this game shows that you can only protect the body in armor, but not increase the general statistics. You need to buy additional helmets to protect the

head. Vambraces, Cuisses are used to reduce the opponent's injuries to the arms and legs. In general, if you want to protect certain parts, you need to buy equipment to protect that body part. Since these items also increase attack power, you can be sure that there will never be a lack of damage. These items usually
have no side effects. But some special equipment has been added to the effects. For example, the bleeding effect if you hit a critical hit, the stun effect when you hit the head, the effect increases the injury after you take a critical hit, ... Generally, this app will give you some advantages in battle. Combat.
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